
Chin State I Discover "Mother Earth" Mountain

Staying together with the Sor Long community, you can experience their tradition, custom and enjoy Chin ethnic traditional

dance of villagers.

Day - 1 Sor Long Village

BAGAN – SOR LONG VILLAGE (D)

Leave Bagan early in the morning and drive among the forested mountain, through beautiful landscapes dotted with

traditional bamboo huts, gold stupas and ox carts on the road. Stop for lunch en-route and a traditional Myanmar

lunch will be provided. Upon your arrival, you will be shown to your comfortable accommodation where you can relax

after the drive. Accommodation provided is simple and clean. The afternoon offers time to meet the friendly Sor Long

villagers who guides you around their village observing of Chin Nature and Culture, Panoramic view and feeling to

nature sense. They proudly showcase some of their local customs and talk about the famous Chin facial tattoos. The

village musicians treat you also to a musical rendition of a bamboo flute, played through the nose. For dinner, you

join the community for traditional Chin food at the community lodge.

Overnight: Sor Long Village 
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Inclusions

2 nights in the community lodge of the village

Meal as specified in itinerary

(B = Breakfast, BR = Brunch, L = Lunch, D = Dinner)

Activities and excursions according to itinerary

FOR EXAMPLE:

- Visit to Sor Long Village & their daily life

- Hike to Mount Victoria

- Visit of Chin ethnic tribes

- cultural dancing show

Tours and excursions in mini buses/buses or with public

transportation according to itinerary

English speaking tour guide

Admission fees according to itinerary

Exclusions

International flights

Meals other than mentioned in itinerary

Tours and Excursions other than mentioned in itinerary

Early check-in and late check-out at hotels

Personal travel insurance

Personal expenses and tips for driver/guides

Visa fees 
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